The Facts Game
This game will give your youth a fun way to get to know random facts about each other.
Summary: Random facts about each of the youth will be read anonymously. Each youth will
have a chance to vote on which youth they believe the fact is about. The youth who votes
correctly the most often wins!
Game Play:
Before you begin, have each of your youth privately message you a list of one or more
completely random facts about themselves (this number will depend on how many youth you
have and how long you want to play). These facts should be mysterious—facts that no other
youth know. They can be as simple or complicated as they wish (“I ate a bagel this morning” or
“I almost got in a fist fight with a bear”), but make sure the youth try hard to make them as
random as possible.
For ease of organization, have them send the facts to you privately in this format in the chat:
Fact 1; Fact 2; Fact 3; Etc. (all in one message)
Copy and paste these facts along with the name of the youth the facts came from in a separate
document.
If you notice any repeats, have one of the repeaters send you a new one.
In a random order, announce and type in the chat a fact from one youth without announcing
whose fact it is. Each youth then votes for whose fact they believe was announced by typing
one name publicly in the chat.
The youth whose fact was read should cast a fake vote, but they can’t receive a point.
Secretly give a point to each youth who guessed correctly, and announce the next fact.
Youth may repeat votes in a round.
After you’ve completed a round and read a fact for every youth on the call, allow each youth to
announce which fact was theirs and announce the points at the end of the round.
Start over with their second facts, repeat the voting process, repeat the revealing process, and
go again until you run out of time!
The youth with the most points at the end of the game wins!
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